ELECTRONIC SAFETY DEVICES

Light curtains are photoelectric presence-sensing devices that create an invisible barrier around a machine or operation zone. When the beams are interrupted the machine shuts down.

Pressure sensitive mats can act as an emergency stop when stepped on. They can also be wired in reverse to activate a stop response when pressure is removed from the mat.

Area scanners monitor an entire user-defined area. This helps shut down a machines operation when someone or something enters into the specified danger zones.

Safety switches come in a variety of styles and options including contact, non-contact, locking, and non-locking. These devices help turn your machine guard into a safeguard.

ABOUT FAZTEK
Faztek is a B2B manufacturer that creates custom industrial solutions from aluminum extrusions to steel and more. Faztek’s mission is to provide quality solutions through innovative designs, dependable service, efficient turnarounds and competitive prices.

WHY CHOOSE FAZTEK
Faztek not only has a wide variety of products, but they also provide a large list of services to help you through every step of the process. From drafting assistance all the way through on-site installations, Faztek’s team is here to assist you. Call one of our representatives today to get help on your next safeguarding project!

CONTACT US
260-482-7544
InsideSales@Faztek.net
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